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We're going to give you another reason to Believe In Steven!Schoolboy Steven, activate! Steven

finds himself enrolled in ConnieÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s school after a show-and-tell lesson goes awry...and

things just get crazier from there! Steven is having a hard time fitting in with normal school and

Connie just wants to graduate with good grades and a clean record, but when gem and homework

collide, who knows what will happen. This is a lesson you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t want to miss! Based on the

success of the Adventure Time and Regular Show original graphic novels, KaBOOM! is kicking off a

series of brand-new stories about the misadventures of Steven Universe and the Crystal Gems!
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Gr 3Ã¢â‚¬â€œ6Ã¢â‚¬â€•Based on the Cartoon Network series, this original graphic novel explores

what happens when homeschooled Steven follows his friend Connie to school. Wherever Steven

goes, chaos soon follows, and an innocent show-and-tell activity goes terribly wrong, requiring his

three magical alien guardians, the Crystal Gems, to swoop in and save the day. The story reads like

an extended television episode, which fans should enjoy. The artwork starts off well enough, but

some strange departures in style occur later on. The characters have expressive faces and

animated movement, and the backgrounds are well rendered, but as the narrative continues, the

line work abruptly becomes less delicate and the characters appear awkward and flat. There are



also inconsistencies in the costuming and eye color of the characters. The text itself needs a great

deal more editing and some heavy proofreading throughout. It's a fun book in concept diminished by

sloppy execution. VERDICT This graphic novel is funny and warm and has much of the same

charm that attracts viewers to the television show, but it is difficult to recommend it as a purchase

with so many errors and discrepancies.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Kelley Gile, Cheshire Public Library, CT

This was ordered in November and after months of printing delays it finally arrived! I'm not really a

reader of graphic novelsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•bought this for my 10 year oldÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•but we both

love the show. I think the art is nice and the story is cute, but I found some of the frames strange as

in the characters seem to be reacting to something and it's hard to tell what that is. The action was

sometimes hard to follow. The story is also odd in that it ends with certain people upset with Steven

and Connie (I don't want to spoil anything) and then later those same people are honoring them for

the same incident. ???The last short story with Onion was cute. Overall I think it's fine and my son

will like it, but it feels a little like it needs some finessing.

The story is very cute and well written. The cover, how ever is misleading. The art in this graphic

novel is just OK, though sometimes inconsistent. I feel as though it was better towards the end than

it was in the beginning, and the majority of the action simply looked boring. The book was in perfect

condition when it arrived, and I have no complaints about shipping.

I enjoyed reading it, but I wasn't too happy with how the main story ended. There is a mini story in

the back of the book, and I find that story to be funnier than the first one. Any Steven Universe fan

would enjoy it, but I think anyone unfamiliar with the show would be confused on some of the

magical elements.

Loved it! It's a nice little story to read while waiting for the new episodes. Worth the buy. There's

even a short comic at the end. It's funny and you get to learn more about Steven and Connie than

we knew before. It reads like it was an actual episode from the show. It's not a short story, so if

you're thinking it's about the length of a regular comic book, it's not. It's fairly thick. It would be a

great addition to your bookshelf!

I literally just got this graphic novel and it's better than I expected! There was a perfect balance of

comedy, drama, and adventure, and it had a perfect happy ending. Although I was weirded out by



that mini comic "Yard Sale" but overall it was great and I am looks my forward to reading the next

volume.

This is a fun little story about Steven and Connie's adventures at her school. There's no major plot

points or revelations, but it is a fun read.

It was a very sweet story that completely captured the personalities of all the canon characters. It

was funny and more realistic than I certainly anticipated. 11/10 Would read again. (I've read it twice

already!)

Its a good story about Steven and it has a better art style ( at least I think it is) than the official

Steven Universe comics.
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